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PM&. B-use the bake graph 0 E 7’@3) and the rule H or $ produces from a 
graph belonging to T[>3) a new graph also belonging to T(X), by inductive 
genera&&n, the inductive class CM?; R, S) c_ T(>3). 
7’~ prove that also T&S) SE Cn(Q; R, S), we mgst show that every triangdation 
G &hout vertices of degree 3, different from 0, can +z reduced by inverse r&s 
I?’ and S- to the triangulation of the same type. 
Usually we rely the inductive proofs of facts about the planar graphs on the 
property that in the planar graph there always exists a vertex of Gegree less than 
6. In this proof we shall use an opposite approach. Let x E V(G) be a vertex of 
maximal degree, i.e., deg(x)= A(G). 
1x1 the case deg(x) = 4 we have 18, p. 521 G = 0. 0 is the unique triangulation 
with all vertices of degree 4. Otherwise deg(x) :B 5. 
Let us say that in two triangles with a common edge the pair of vertices, which 
do not belong to this edge, are opposite. 
In the case dcg(x) s 5 we have to consider the following possibilities: 
Case A. There exists a vertex y opposite to x with deg(y) 2 5. This can happen 
in two ways: 
Case Al. T!N vertex x is not adjacen* to vertex JJ (see Fig. 3(a): the circk 
around x represents the link of x). In this case we can apply the rule R-. 
Case A2. The vertex x is adjacent to vertex y (see Fig. 3(b)). In this case there 
must be at least one vertex (different from z and y) on rhe path a; otherwise Q = b 
(there are no parallel edges) and therefore deg(z) = 3, which contradicts the 
assumption GE 7’{>3). We can apply the rule R-. 
flue B. All vertices opposite to x are of degree 4. Agzti we have to consider 
several possibilities: 
Case Bl. All vertices on the link are of degree at least ~--WC shah say that 
there is a crown clround x. Let us show that in this case ihere always exists on the 
link a vertex z which is not adjacent with more than 2 vertices on the link. If 
there exist chords, i.e., edges not lying on the link which connect two vertices 
lying on the link (see Fig. 4), we take one among the shortest (leng,th= # of 




Beawe tJwre artz luo parallel edges in G, the length of a&chord is at least 1. 
Any intemst vertex of the pq of .t@ link corq~p~ding to the shortest chord can 
be taken 88 a vertex q, ,&qmse .of 9~ mbimality of the chord and the planarity of 
the graph Gb it can ,mt lie on any c&ml. ! 3 
That ~8 that jn t&: case af a troy around x we can always apply the rule 
R- (Sq l?ii 5). 
claye &Z. ?I’here e&i on the li@c a vertex of degree 4 with both neighborn 
&I tlq link) of dew at least 5 &ee Fig. 6). .Again, we can apply the rule R-. . 
Case B3. There exists an t.b liak a pair of adjacent vertices u and tl of degree: 
4. Let thp VP&F? y be t& qpq@e vqex_to x with respect $o the edge uv and let 
p san\il q bc *4be E@@+u*, oti the link@ vertices u and V. Because deg(y) = 4 the , ,, “*< , *: 
vertices p md 4 baYe to be adjaq?i (sqe Fig. 7(a)). merefore !bey are of degree 
at feast 5.. Ti.‘Ss i  tb&+ cask to G cqsidered, becm& on the linkSthere can not 




Rubb& Tlhe-proof is sin&r to &e proof of Theorem 2. For this reason we only 
give the sketch of * sixxmd part of the proof. ‘. 
EJmm FAq’s formula it folkws that in each ‘G E T2 them’ e~dst at least 6 vertices 
oMegree4. 
*Tit& mu e&y verify&at either we can apply the rule Q- without the danger of 
pro&&g a pak of pa&e1 edges; or we have in graph G a co&guration 
repmmted in Fig. 9(a). 
The qu+tiou x%rks&@‘ig. 9(a) mean that in those regicns there cm be vertims 
of graj& i%,,Now we Cau.++@y the rule S- or we cut out one of the non-empty 
regkms together tith its bmmdary obtaikng a new triangulation I%# 0 (see Fig. 
The internal vertices of H are 
there are stilI twlo po&bi!itie~: 
(a) all three vertices IU,* 9 aud 
&j two atmug @Ix? vmkm ec, 
all of even degree. 13ut, for vertices u, y and w 
w are of even degree; 








To avoid a direct proof of the fact that case (b) is impossible we refm to the 
result of Fisk [6, p. 31; ] which says: in the triangulation with exactly two odd 
vertices these two vertims can not be adjacent. 
Therefore the trianguk~tion HE T2 and we can repeat the described reduction 
procedure on it. Cl 
In the dual form we can express I’heorems 2 and 3 as follows (see Fig. 10): 
‘RWu~rem Z. The inductive class Cn(c; r, s) is equal to the class CP3(>3) of lall 
3-connected planar cubic graphs without triangles. 
Tkmma 3’. The inductiue class Cn(c ; q, s) is ecpml to the class CBP3 of all 
3-connect~ed planar cubits bipartite graphs. 
The rdes r and q in Theorems 2’ and 3’ can be equivalently replaced by ‘the 
‘local’ rules represented in Fig. 11. 
‘The rules r 1 and q 1 are the ‘expanding’ rules; while the rules rT! and 42 play 
the role of ‘moving’ (around the face boundary) rules. 
Therefore we have: 
Tbemem 2’. Cn(c; rl, B2, s) == CP3(>3). 
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